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Abstract

This article is a response to an opinion article, authored by Wu JH et al. and published in JAMA 2021,
vol 326 (20) which suggested that the pre-clinical (first two) years of medical school curriculum should
revolve around “high-yield” resources as the dominant teaching tool. The article posited that this highly
controversial view was the best way to engage with students and was published in a well-read and utilized
medical journal. Due to the growing divide between learning resources provided by medical schools and
outside resources actually utilized by students, the conclusions drawn in the mentioned opinion article were
understandable but interpreted in the wrong vein. Herein, the authors review landmark changes in medical
education over the last century and the underpinning rationale to preface their examination of the suggested
changes from the mentioned opinion article. The authors conclude with recommendations from a student
perspective and a continuation of the last 100 years of advancements.
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Introduction
Since the standardization of medical education in the United
States in the early 20th century, there has been a constant
cycle of innovation and change in pursuit of continually
shifting best practices and academic culture. The landmark
Flexner Report [1] was responsible for the initial wave of
medical education reform and was the direct result of poor
standardization of medical education in the preceding years.
This reform converged the previously heterogenous set of
medical education structures and systems under a common
structure, with the most obvious requirement being the need
for four years of college education prior to attending four
years of medical school. Beginning in early 2020, a new
wave in medical education reform and changes in best practice was triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic. This ne-

cessitated the movement of students away from traditional
in-person lecture points towards online learning modalities
that facilitate social distancing. With the COVID-19 pandemic end date being uncertain, and continued profound
advancements in online medical learning, there are questions as to how medical education should move forward.
This article discusses historical views of medical education
and examines several of the changes seen as a direct result
of the digital age and COVID-19 in response to a recent
opinion article, authored by Wu JH et al. and published in
JAMA 2021, vol 326 (20) [2].

Historical Views
The 1910 Flexner Report emphasized the standardization of
medical education [1]. This involved the requirement of a 4-
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year bachelor’s degree as a prerequisite to entering medical
school, followed by several years of medical school education, that encompassed basic science teaching and clinical
rotations, to ensure that students were able to engage properly with both the scientific basis of medicine, as well as
the subjective and psychological needs of patients themselves [3]. This reform stemmed from the prevailing belief
of the time that medical students lacked comprehensive
exposure to the full spectrum of medical knowledge and
practice. Notably, however, mastering a standardized exam
was not part of the initial recommendations of the Flexner
Report. Instead, it centralized on the introduction of students to practice medicine safely and carefully on real,
living human beings through increased emphasis on the applications of the basic sciences [3]. The overarching aim of
implementing teaching of a more scientific basis for medical practice was to ensure that the student would be more
prepared to care for patients with the emergence of newer
technologies and scientific breakthroughs. This focus on
the mastery of the new and emerging science was bolstered with the inclusion of the requirements of a residency
program to practice medicine properly in the continental
United States in 1889 [4]. These changes to medicine have
always placed the most important need, quality, timely, and
scientifically backed care of patients with heavy emphasis
on their wellbeing and care first.

Changes with the Digital Age
Since the inception of the Internet, medical schools have
incorporated virtual elements into their teaching structures.
From the very beginning, however, online platforms have
typically been used supplementarily to in-person-based
curriculums. Again, during this addition of the Internet,
the focus remained not on the ability of students to master a standardized test or ability to follow a checklist to hit
a minimum number of skills accomplished in a set period of
time, but instead on their ability to safely and carefully practice medicine on real, living human beings [5]. This took
the form of caution with moving the United States Medical
Licensing Examination (USMLE) to a computerized version and the careful addition of the virtual classroom into
medical education.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, many of the old
correspondence courses began to move to the new online
platform, with organizations such as the Western Behavioral Sciences Institute and the University of Phoenix leading the charge for the adoption of online schooling for
undergraduate and graduate education [6]. These courses
often utilized discussion boards, online testing platforms
for exam proctoring, homework systems like that of Pearson’s “MyLab” for homework assignments and increased
reflective essay assignments to ensure that students were
able to demonstrate that they were learning while taking
part in the online course work [7]. Much of the online
platforms continued to change and adapt to the needs of
students right up until the beginnings of the COVID-19
pandemic, with very few medical education courses being
taught virtually due to many different barriers [8].
At the end of the 20th century and beginning of the 21st

century, the mass adoption of the Internet enabled rapid
access to files and webpages, which ensured a new ease of
accessing raw information [9]. Medical bodies leveraged
this new ability, with a major example being the caution
of computerizing the USMLE for fear that it would hurt
the validity and utility of the examination. Through vigilance, this was avoided and instead the efforts brought
many benefits to the examiners [10, 11]. This, along with
the inclusion of a clinical skill examination, were chosen
to enable medical students to engage in the diagnosis and
treatment of patients safely and properly [5]. Some of
the benefits of the Internet and its mass adoption have included the opening of new avenues for increasing access
for medical students to instructors through Massive Open
Online Courses (MOOCs), virtual case conferences like
that of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society’s (NMSS)
Difficult Case Webinar [12], and virtual grand rounds.

Forced Changes as a Result of
COVID-19
During the first quarter of the calendar year 2020, as a direct result of the COVID-19 pandemic, millions of students
were forcibly transitioned from in-class instruction to online programs [13–15]. The educational modality and regularity of meeting varied from institution to institution - ranging from completely asynchronous virtual classrooms to
completely synchronous classrooms where students would
meet utilizing pre-determined meeting times and video call
platforms such as Zoom®. Due to the rapid transition to
the virtual classroom, many instructors, students, and parents were forced to learn how to engage with the class
materials online without much notice.
Medical students continued their education throughout
the pandemic either virtually or in a blended classroom
with clinical instructions being significantly limited [16–
21]. Many students subjectively reported that they felt
as though their clinical knowledge and experience were
greatly diminished as compared to their counterparts who
were able to attend in-person lectures, have clinical experiences, and face-to-face conversations with staff, faculty,
standardized patients, and real patients in low-stakes clinical settings such as student-run clinics [16–21]. Much
of the educational cementing that their counterparts had
encountered had a physical connection with the knowledge
that they had gained through reading, listening to lectures,
answering practice questions, and having conversations
with colleagues [16–21]. This direct patient connection
to the knowledge gained from didactic learning and conversations with peers and faculty has been cited by many
students as the key to both their learning and the excellence demonstrated in the patient rooms during the clinical
years [16–21].

Response to JAMA Article
In the aforementioned opinion article [2], the authors make
the claim that there has been a decrease in the number of
students attending lectures and engaging with the standard
curriculum at different medical institutions. They go on to
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suggest that instead of continuing to utilize the standard
curriculum at these institutions, the departments of medical
education should instead incorporate student-developed
didactic resources [2]. While this sounds appealing, there
are five key thoughts that are lost when focusing only on
the attendance rates of lectures in relation to how students
utilize school-based resources versus that of the “High
Yield” resources.
1. The Medical student-driven curriculum that is referred to is based only on the Step 1 USMLE, meaning that it does not include the latest and most advanced research for patient care, but instead is only
focused on what is tested on the Step 1 USMLE.
2. The focus is on a standardized examination, not on
patient care, meaning that the efforts of the Flexner
Report and the caution of the digital age have been
thrown to the wayside.
3. These resources do not work to ensure that students
actually understand the material, but instead focus
only on the student’s ability to either memorize information or know “buzzwords” to ensure a higher
score on the Step 1 USMLE or other standardized
tests. Many of these resources even claim to increase
the score that a student will achieve.
4. As with the other movements, the next steps for
changes in medical education should be focused on
improving scientific literacy, patient care, and finally,
ensuring that the students are razor-focused on being
the best clinicians that they can be.
5. This does not mean that the resources such as Sketchy,
Anki, or First Aid are not useful as adjunctive materials, but instead that they should only be utilized as
ancillary ones with suggestions of specific resources
to help students retain long-term information for future use.
It is the strongest moral conviction of the authorial team
that requiring students to pay hundreds of thousands of dollars in tuition for self-study is inappropriate and indicative
of a lack of understanding the goals of medical education as
set in the original 1910 Flexner Report [1]. It is the hope of
the authorial team that these points help refocus the responsibility of medical educators as facilitators and teachers
first and foremost. The recommendation of the authorial
team is to either decrease the costs of medical education to
appropriately and proportionally reflect the teaching and
recommended resources provided to students or to refocus
the basic science years to incorporate more clinical pearls
to increase student foundational knowledge. Through providing thorough educational materials and classroom time,
with focus on the practical and applicable scientific knowledge for patient care, the efforts of the current medical
educational system can increase student knowledge guiding towards a growth in overall medical knowledge, not
just standardized examination proficiency.

Conclusions
While recent movements of medical students from attending lectures towards more self-directed learning may be
misinterpreted to suggest that the best option is to increas-

ingly lean on the shadow curriculum utilized by medical
students as adjunctive learning materials, the current lectures utilized in teaching medical students should be modified to encourage attendance by increasing the amount
of useful clinical pearls and hints on how best to understand the material, and, finally, provide practice problems
or other self-directed testing methodology to both increase
student learning and retention. This type of action and
the inclusion of utility helps with setting the foundational
knowledge necessary to properly engage within the course
materials, both for standardized testing and clinical practice.
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